
Soul 

Scientific Fact: Everything is made up of  atoms. Atoms consists of  

99,9999 % empty space, but this space is not empty. It’s filled with 

energy. Your body is therefore an energy body. You are An Energy 

Being submerged in a sea of  energy. The body is your vehicle – your 

vessel to use here on Earth to navigate around. Much like you use a car to 

get around.  

 

But who’s the driver of  your body?  See Soul below.   

 

For more info. about Body, Mind & Soul please Click Here 

Fact: 400 years ago the French philosopher, scientist and mathematician 

René Decartes split mind (and soul ) from body – “the mind-body 

dualism”.  Since then it has been an unstated assumption that mind in 

terms of  thoughts, consciousness and intention has no influence on our 

physical reality. Cutting edge research and scientific studies in the last 

decade shows that this assumption is no longer correct. Your mind has 

power to influence the reality you experience. Also, it has been 

scientifically proven that thoughts and feelings create electromagnetic 

fields and these influence the world around you. You are a powerful 

energy being navigating in this world of  energy with your thoughts and 

feelings.  

For more info. about Body, Mind & Soul please Click Here 

Body  

Mind 

You don’t have a soul. You are a soul and you have a body. It’s the vehicle 

being used by the soul to gain experience.  

What is a soul? I call it a point of  consciousness as seen in this book-

trailer. 

Scientists like Dr. Robert Lanza, John A. Wheeler (1911-2008),  John Hagelin, 

Dean Radin, Nassim Haramein  and many others all talk about how 

consciousness is saturating this whole Universe. We live in an Intelligent 

Universe which is filled with consciousness. And you are part of  this 

“consciousness field”. You are a point of  consciousness using the body 

to gain experiences on planet Earth. 

For more info. about Body, Mind & Soul please Click Here 

FREE WEBINAR:  Do you want to know more about body, mind and soul and the power you 

possess? Join our Free Webinar – click here: www.imasterthelaws.com/free-webinar 

All the best from author & speaker Camillo Loken. Founder of One Mind One Energy 

www.one-mind-one-energy.com 
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